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Abstract Laser oscillator synchronization with RF refer-

ence signal is ultra-important for a modern light source

based on the accelerator. For Tsinghua Thomson scattering

X-ray source, we have synchronized the mode-locked laser

oscillator to RF reference signal with 48.2 fs RMS relative

jitter. Both fundamental and harmonic signals derived from

photo diode detection are used for laser–RF synchroniza-

tion in our scheme. The fundamental signal is for coarse

laser–RF synchronization and multiple laser oscillator

synchronization. The harmonic signal is for high precise

phase locking. The digital phase detector is implemented in

the synchronization scheme for less noise, replacing the

mixing to DC phase detection scheme. The digital pro-

cessing algorithm for synchronization is commonly used in

low-level RF control field. In order to test the phase

locking loop logic without damaging the real laser oscil-

lator, a laser oscillator emulator was developed for phase

locking. This paper will report the laser–RF synchroniza-

tion scheme and its performance. The laser oscillator

emulator system will also be introduced here.

Keywords Laser oscillator � Synchronization � RF �
LLRF � Emulator

1 Introduction

Synchronization system is ultra-important for a modern

light source based on accelerator [1–3]. For a Tsinghua

Thomson scattering X-ray source, laser–RF synchronization

is important for the stability of the scattered X-ray pulse. In a

TTX project, the UV laser (266 nm) for photoelectron gen-

eration and terrawatt infrared laser (800 nm) should be

tightly synchronized with the 2856 MHz reference signal.

The laser synchronization will affect the final colliding of the

picosecond electron bunch and subpicosecond infrared laser

pulse. The stability of final scattering X-ray pulse generation

will be limited by the synchronization system [4]. To

maintain high stability, the laser–RF synchronization

requirement is less than 100 fs RMS.

In the laser–RF synchronization system, harmonic signal

is commonly used for precise laser–RF synchronization

[4, 5]. By mixing the RF reference with laser harmonic to

the DC signal, the phase information can be measured. This

scheme is simple, but it will add significant amplitude to the

phase conversion phase drift [6]. Mixing the laser signal to

non-DC signal with the digital phase detector will improve

the system performance a lot. In our system, the digital

phase detector was used for phase measurement, which adds

high flexibility and precision to the whole system.

During the test of the TTX laser–RF synchronization

system, it is very convenient to have an emulator to do the

bench test for laser–RF synchronization. By adding only a

small modification to the reference and local oscillator

(LO) generation chassis, the chassis turns the role to a laser

oscillator emulator.

In this paper, we detail the structure, simulation, and

performance of our laser–RF synchronization system. The

laser emulator for feedback loop test is also introduced
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here. The emulator system also can be used for RF

recovery in fiber-based timing system [7].

2 Laser–RF synchronization scheme

The laser–RF synchronization scheme is shown in Fig. 1.

The laser pulse trains from the mode-locked laser oscillator

are partially reflected into a fiber photodiode from Discovery

Semiconductor. Then the detected pulse signals are split into

two arms with different filters. The arm with a low-pass filter

is for generating the fundamental 79.3 MHz sinusoidal wave

for the fundamental phase locking loop. The 2856 MHz

sinusoidal wave is generated from another arm with a

2856-MHz band-pass filter for precise phase locking. In

summary, the optical signal detection is composed of a free

space to a fiber optical coupler and a wideband photodiode.

The filtered 79.3 and 2856 MHz signals are detected by

digital phase detector (Table 1).

In Fig. 1, the ‘‘Ref/LO Chassis’’ is for generating the

harmonic/fundamental reference signal and LO signal (for

up-/down-conversion). The master oscillator (MO) in

‘‘Ref/LO Chassis’’ is a 119 MHz crystal oscillator. Using

several frequency multipliers and dividers, the chassis

generates laser oscillator a 79.3 MHz fundamental refer-

ence signal, 2856 MHz harmonic signal, and 404.6 MHz

LO signal. The laser oscillator fundamental reference sig-

nal is for coarse laser–RF synchronization and for multiple

oscillator synchronization. The 2856 MHz RF signal is the

reference signal for the laser oscillator and also for low-

level RF system. Because the coaxial cable becomes much

more lossy when it comes to a higher frequency, the rel-

ative lower frequency 404.6 MHz was selected as the

distributed LO signal.

The ‘‘Receiver Chassis’’ is for fundamental/harmonic

signal phase detection and feedback signal generation. In

the chassis, the distributed 404.6 MHz signal is multiplied

by a factor of 7–2832.2 MHz as a down-converter LO

signal. The 404.6 MHz is also divided by 4–101.15 MHz

as a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) digital signal

processor (DSP) clock.

LLRF4 [8] boards are used in our project as digital

phase detectors inside the ‘‘Receiver Chassis.’’ The

79.3 MHz is sampled by the ADC channel directly with

101.15 MHz sampling rate. The heterodyne method [9] is

used to detect the 2856 MHz signal phase. The 2856 MHz

signal is mixed with the 2832.2 MHz signal to generate

23.8 MHz intermediate frequency (IF). The slow DAC on

the LLRF4 board is fed to the piezo driver to tune the laser

oscillator cavity length for phase locking.

3 Phase locking algorithm

The most important part is the phase locking algorithm.

The RF signal detection algorithm and feedback control

loop structure will be shown in this section.

Ref/LO
Chassis LP

Laser OscillatorPZT Driver

2856MHz

79.33MHzFundmental

Harmonic

79.3MHz Ref

2856MHz Ref 

Slow DAC

404.6MHz404.6MHz

79.3MHz

2856MHz

Receiver Chassis

PD

Fiber

Fig. 1 Laser–RF synchronization scheme

Table 1 Frequency configuration in Ref/LO Chassis

Signal Frequency (MHz)

Laser fundamental 79.3

Distributed LO 404.6

RF reference 2856.0

Down-conversion LO 2832.2

IF 23.8

FPAG clock 101.15
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3.1 Digital phase detector

The phase detector is commonly used in the low-level

RF control system [2, 9]. Figure 2 shows the structure of

the phase detector. The frequency ratio between measured

IF signal and the FPGA clock signal is m:n (m and n are

integers). It is suitable to use the non-IQ method to get the

I/Q component [10]. The ‘‘LUT’’ stands for lookup

table which contains the LO sine/cosine value for gener-

ating down-mixing raw ADC data to in-phase and

quadrature-phase component inside FPGA. The ‘‘CIC’’

stands for cascaded integrator-comb filter, which is a

simple low-pass filter [11].

For 23.8 MHz IF signal, the frequency ratio with

101.15 MHz clock is 4:17. In order to get lower noise, the

averaging factor was chosen as 85. For the 79.3 MHz

fundamental signal, the frequency ratio is 40:51 and the

averaging factor is 102. The CIC filter in this design is a

two-stage integrator-comb filter.

The coordinate rotation digital computer algorithm

(CORDIC) is for I/Q to amplitude/phase conversion [12].

The additive phase noise added by the good phase detector

for 2856 MHz signal will be around several femtosec-

onds(� 5 fs RMS), which needs careful hardware and

firmware designs. In our system, the additive phase noise is

8 fs RMS.

3.2 Feedback loops

The proportional–integral (PI) controller was used in

this synchronization system. There are two PI control

loops. One loop is for fundamental phase locking and

another is for harmonic phase locking. Figure 3 shows the

control loops. There is a switch to select the phase error

source between ‘‘Fundamental Error’’ and ‘‘Harmonic

Error.’’ There is a phase_shift register called ‘‘REG pha-

se_shifter’’ for shifting the measured phase of fundamental

reference by small amount to make sure ‘‘Fundamental

Error’’ and ‘‘Harmonic Error’’ are both around zero degree.

The ‘‘Hi_error Calc’’ module takes two input parame-

ters, ‘‘fund_error’’ and harmonic phase difference, for

calculating the final ‘‘Harmonic Error’’ for harmonic phase

locking. The range of all these phase parameters is in

½�p;þp�. In Eq. 1, /ferr is the ‘‘fund_error’’, /hdiff is the

‘‘harmonic_diff’’, and /Herr is the final ‘‘Harmonic Error.’’

This equation implies that to lock the laser to the harmonic

reference, the fundamental phase error must be within

½�p=72; p=72� of the 79.3 MHz signal. This design elimi-

nates the harmonic locking ambiguity. Using this scheme,

multiple laser oscillators can be synchronized without

ambiguity harmonic bucket selection.

/Herr ¼
sign /ferrð Þ � p; /ferrj j � p

72

/hdiff ; /ferrj j\ p
72

8
><

>:
ð1Þ

From the requirement of Eq. 1, the procedures for the

locking laser to both fundamental and harmonic reference

are clear.

Step 1: Close the fundamental signal phase lock loop by

selecting ‘‘Fundamental Error’’ as error source.

Adjust ki, kp parameters.

Step 2: Move phase shifter to decrease the absolute value

of ‘‘harmonic_diff’’ to around zero.

CIC

CIC

Cordic

Mixer

Mixer

sin

cos
I

Q

LUTADC Raw Data
Amplitude

Phase

Fig. 2 Phase detector module

Fig. 3 Control loops
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Step 3: Switch to ‘‘Harmonic Error’’ and adjust ki, kp.

Then the laser oscillator will be precisely locked

to both fundamental reference and harmonic

reference.

4 Laser emulator structure

Inferred from the laser–RF synchronization scheme, the

key features of the laser oscillator are the fundamental/

harmonic signal generation ability and frequency tunabil-

ity. The ‘‘Ref/LO Chassis’’ just has the key features, which

include fundamental/harmonic signals and voltage tunable

crystal oscillator. By adding only a voltage tuning port, the

chassis turns out to be a laser emulator.

The laser oscillator emulator structure is shown in

Fig. 4. The voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO)

with the tuning range of 0–200 Hz@119 MHz corre-

sponding to tuning voltage from 0 to 2.5 V. 119 MHz

signal was generated by VCXO then multiplied by

24–2856 MHz, which acts as fake harmonic signal. The

79.3 MHz fake fundamental signal was generated by

passing 119 MHz through a double frequency multiplier

and a divider with a factor of three.

5 Simulation model

In order to do a functional test for phase locking, a

model using Simulink will give a demonstration of the

phase locking procedure [13]. It is not the full functionality

test. The simulation will tell us how to adjust the ‘‘Pro-

portional Gain’’ and ‘‘Integral Gain.’’

The structure of the model is shown in Fig. 5. The transfer

function for master oscillator (MO) is just an integrator. The

full tuning range for the laser oscillator is (f0; f0 þ 4:8 kHz),

where f0 is around 2856 MHz. In our model, by eliminating

frequency f0 in the MO model, the residual radial frequency

is set to 20,000 rad/s. The residual frequency is free to be

chosen in the range of 0–30000 rad/s. Just make sure by

tuning the oscillator, the oscillator can catch up to the MO

frequency. So set the reference MO transfer function as

‘‘20,000/s.’’ The laser oscillator is tuned by the piezo driver,

so there is a transfer function for piezo driver in the laser

oscillator model, which is just a 10-kHz low-pass filter

‘‘6.3e4/(s ? 6.3e4).’’ The other part of the laser oscillator

model is an integrator almost the same as the one in MO.

By assuming the output range of the PI controller is

from 0 to 1, we can infer from the oscillator transfer

function ‘‘6.3e4/(s ? 6.3e4) * 30,000 rad/s’’ that the tun-

ing range of laser oscillator model is from 0 to 4800 Hz.

The open-loop transfer function can be easily received

from the model. By bode analysis, how to set ki and kp will

be implied from the bode plot. Figure 6 shows the bode

plot where ki ¼ 0:1 and kp ¼ 0:1.

As shown in Fig. 6, the phase margin is 45 �. The con-

trol bandwidth is limited by the piezo driver bandwidth. If

there is a ‘‘Differential Gain’’ in the feedback controller,

the control bandwidth would be extended. Because dif-

ferential of error signal is less accurate than the error signal

itself, to add differential gain or not to is a trade-off

between accuracy and control bandwidth.

Fig. 4 Laser oscillator emulator structure

Fig. 5 Laser–RF synchronization model
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6 Test result

In this section, the phase noise result will be shown. The

phase jitter can only tell the final control ability. The phase

noise density will tell us much more information. During

the test, the E5052B Signal Source Analyzer [14] is used to

measure the phase noise directly.

In Fig. 7, the blue line shows the reference RF phase

noise density (2856 MHz). The green line in Fig. 7 shows

the close-loop phase noise density of the laser oscillator

emulator. The bulge around 200 Hz tells the control

bandwidth that this emulator is only 200 Hz. The close-

loop relative phase noise is 19 fs RMS for this emulator

(noise bandwidth is 150 ~kHzÞ. The relative jitter measure-

ment is from the digital phase detector in loop

measurement. The laser emulator open-loop and close-loop

phase noise density are almost the same except the bulge

due to two identical VCXO are used as the reference and

emulator, respectively. It is hard to tell the control ability

from the noise density directly, so we use in loop mea-

surement in stead.

In Fig. 8, the blue line shows the reference RF

(2856 MHz) phase noise density. The integral reference RF

phase noise from 10 Hz to 100 kHz is 31 fs RMS. The red

curve is open-loop real laser oscillator phase noise density.

The integral phase noise for 10 Hz–100 kHz is 7.8 ps

RMS. The phase noise in low frequency range comes from

acoustic noise. The control loop is to suppress the noise

lower than tens of kHz. The green line shows the real laser

oscillator close-loop phase noise density. The noise in the

lower frequency range is apparently suppressed to follow

the track of the reference, RF. The absolute integral phase

noise from 10 Hz to 100 kHz for locked laser oscillator is

57.3 fs RMS. By a rough calculation, the relative jitter will

be 48.2 fs RMS from 10 Hz to 100 kHz.

The peaks around 200 kHz is the noise from the

detection circuits due to an improper capacitor selection for

the power supply. These peaks affected a lot. The upgrade

of the detection circuits will definitely improve the

performance.

7 Conclusion

Using the digital phase detector for laser–RF synchro-

nization is very flexible and precise. In this paper, the

laser–RF synchronization structure was shown. The syn-

chronization algorithm includes two control loops: One is

for fundamental signal synchronization, and the other is for

precise harmonic synchronization. These two control loops

Fig. 6 Open-loop bode plot

Fig. 7 Absolute phase noise density for laser emulator

Fig. 8 Absolute phase noise density for laser oscillator
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guarantee multiple laser oscillators can be precisely syn-

chronized with each other. The final laser oscillator close-

loop phase noise from 10 Hz to 100 kHz is 48.2 fs RMS.

This can still be optimized with a better phase detection

system.

The laser oscillator emulator was also made for control

loop evaluation. The emulator can be used in the funda-

mental and harmonic phase locking procedures. The

emulator is made of RF component. It is much more robust

than the real laser oscillator. It is convenient for laser–RF

control loop test. On the other hand, the emulator give us a

way to recover RF signal from the fiber-based reference

distribution system with additive noise around 20 fs RMS.
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